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In every plan, there is an initiative which essentially states:  “we need 
to be more innovative.”  Suppliers and operators alike often interpret 
that to mean product innovation.  As a result, General Managers, Vice 
Presidents and Owners gather their top chefs, R&D and Product De-
velopment departments and challenge them with the task to produce 
new products / items that address today’s consumer trends.

Is the industry really searching for this type of innovation?

It is our belief that product innovation is only one element of the innova-
tion pie.  This article suggests a more robust definition of innovation, 
and how the entire industry can benefit.

Customer Success
The complex supply chain in foodservice often results in time-intensive 
activities that divert energy, passion and focus from the task at hand 
— helping operators fill the seats of their establishments.  Ultimately, it 
is about  “understanding the customer” and supporting the operators’ 
efforts to differentiate their operation from the one down the street.
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Operator-centric strategies that are consumer-fo-
cused and build loyalty are critical for continued 
growth in the foodservice marketplace today and in 
the future. There are many opportunities, challenges 
and issues an operator faces every day that go far 
beyond the products themselves.  They are think-
ing about the consumer’s ultimate experience, which 
should be delivered in a delicious, safe, affordable, 
clean and convenient way and served with a smile.  
Therefore, operator-centric strategies should revolve 
around knowing the operator on many levels. 

Operator-Centric Innovation
Operators want ideas (innovation) that can help them 
fill seats with loyal, satisfied customers.  In order to de-
liver innovation to operators, The Hale Group has iden-
tified three components that urge both suppliers and 
operators to broaden their thinking and their innovation 
activities:  Product Innovation, Systems / Operational 
Innovation, and Business Intelligence and Insights.

Product Innovation
Product innovation in and of itself is more than 
just a new item.  It is a new item that is on-trend, 
packaged correctly, delivers consistency and 
tastes great.  As you can see from all of the ele-
ments of Product Innovation listed in Figure 2, it 
requires a lot more than chefs and R&D.  It is a 
process where cross-functional teams who are 
knowledgeable about the operator’s business 
deliver on the many dimensions of “new.”  Un-
derstanding, for example, that a customer has 
a “green” initiative requiring a 20% waste reduc-
tion within the year will retain current business 
and grow a manufacturer’s business through 
packaging alterations.

Systems / Operational Innovation
Innovation in this area can be attached or de-
tached from a new product; it is focused on 
matching product to systems, operational re-
quirements and menu strategies. This can be 
delivered to an operator in response to a chang-
ing need.  For example, the skilled labor short-
age and the rising minimum wage has forced 
many operators to seek training programs and 
guidance from their supply partners.  Therefore, 
suppliers must understand how their organiza-
tion currently approaches training and what their 
organization can offer to fit that model.  Often, 
these activities are rolled into the over-used 
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phrase “solution-selling.”  Over-used or not, be 
sure your organization has prioritized the solu-
tions that customers really perceive as adding 
value.

Business Intelligence and Insights
Suppliers offer and provide information to opera-
tors, however it is often “national” in scope and 
does not address the needs of the operator on a 
local basis.  Insights and intelligence are about 
developing relationships and contacts which 
the operator finds to be actionable.  Consumer 
insights are frequently used as a value-added 
service and / or product; however, are suppliers 
structured to deliver these insights in a usable 
format to the right people in the operator’s orga-
nization?  Are there local market conditions or 
issues that a supplier could help an operator tap 
into and gain new customers?  Data for the sake 
of data will never offer value to operators unless 
it is delivered in the form of “actionable insights.” 
It is a matter of quality, not quantity.

The challenge is often “how” and “who” delivers in-
novation. Is the structure of most suppliers set up to 
maximize the effectiveness of the message?  Many 
times, suppliers must look beyond their sales per-
sonnel into marketing, finance and logistics for the 
complete picture.  Best-in-class organizations put 
forward cross-functional teams that are truly collab-
orative internally to deliver the best message exter-
nally.  So what about the operators?  Do they have a 
role in innovation?

Operator Collaboration for 
Successful Innovation 

Impactful innovation requires collaboration between 
operators and suppliers.  For suppliers to deliver 
best-in-class offerings, there must be trust and a 
sense of collaboration in both directions. Commit-
ted, working relationships take time; but, once the 
partnership is earned, an open exchange will benefit 
both parties and lead to innovation.

Operators should expect a lot from suppliers, but 
collaboration that will have the greatest impact will 
be based on information only an operator knows and 
must share.  For example:  

• What information do operators have about 
their customer base today? 

• Is their customer base local or transient?  

• How is the take-out program performing, and 
is it growing at industry pace?

• What are the frustrations with the current 
operating environment, and where is help 
needed?

Therefore, suppliers need to establish a relationship 
which allows for the transfer and sharing of informa-
tion, so insights are gained. This collaboration re-
quires a continuous feedback loop that challenges 
today’s assumptions for tomorrow’s success.  This 
model of “continuous collaboration” will yield valu-
able and actionable insights.

Innovation Success and 
Measurement
A structured process, key milestones, and metrics 
are required to document and evaluate progress 
and ultimately ensure successful innovation yielding 
the greatest impact.  If progress is not forth coming, 
revise the process.
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If you are a supplier:

• Train your sales people to gather the rele-
vant information by utilizing needs assess-
ment tactics

• Have marketing convert consumer insights 
and trend information into actionable local 
formats for ease of use by operators 

• Build internal cross-functional teams that 
work together and deliver results

• Audit operator units to help operators see 
opportunities they themselves have not un-
covered  
• Knowledge comes from insights that are 

generated by frequent unit visits, menu 
and LTO analysis, daypart expansion 
opportunities, etc. 

• Share experiences with operators from non-
competitive successes  
• Suppliers have broad visibility in the mar-

ketplace

If you are an operator:

• Develop and update “partner-friendly” infor-
mation packets that allow suppliers to work 
as a team

• Create time to ideate with supplier teams, 
rather than in silos or isolation

• Allow access to people in your organization 
beyond purchasing when it is appropriate to 
facilitate the “innovation process”
• Innovation is more likely to happen in 

“open architecture” situations 

• Provide ongoing feedback to suppliers to 
enhance their efforts and challenge them to 
think about your business differently

• Be open to feedback from your suppliers 

Finally, like everything else in business, a clear pro-
cess, structure and ownership, resouced correctly 
and the right metrics must be in place so that in-
vestment decisions can be balanced with potential 
returns.  Use cross functional teams in your orga-
nization to ensure the development of successful 
and thoughtful solutions.  Develop measurement 
criteria that tracks innovation performance and 
continuously identifies successes and areas for im-
provement – constantly learn from your successes 
and failures.  

For operators and suppliers to face the ever-chang-
ing environment most effectively, collaborative inno-
vation that is focused on competitive differentiation 
is critical.
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About The Hale Group

The Hale Group is a consulting and advisory 
partner assisting companies develop fact-
based strategies to contend with an evolving 
landscape.  The underlying philosophy of the 
firm’s efforts on behalf of its clients, and in col-
laboration with them, is to formulate strategies 
that enable clients to break through the market 
clutter and identify platforms for growth.  

The Hale Group has developed proven 
processes and tools to help organizations 
gain perspective on the opportunities and 
challenges within an industry.  The level of 
The Hale Group’s participation can take many 
forms from addressing the overall process or 
an individual part of the process. However, in 
whatever capacity we participate, the desired 
outcome is for our clients to be successful.

Our products and services include:

 Strategy
 Organizational Effectiveness
 Market Research
 Operating Efficiencies
 Opportunity Analysis
 Mergers & Acquisitions

For more information about The Hale Group or 
to view other Strategic Initiative articles, visit 
our website at www.halegroup.com or call us 
at 978.777.9077 (Boston) or 415.285.3616 
(San Francisco).


